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Mysterious, Spooky, & Fun!

The Halloween season is my
favorite time of year, punctuated by pumpkins, special TV
programs, scary stories and
movies, Witches’ Balls, and
Oktoberfests. It is fun to dress
up in costume, feel the cool
air, and watch the leaves
change color. It is also a time
of deep mystery and an opportunity for significant change.
As we move deeper into autumn, the days grow dark and

the shadow energies dominate.
Those who have crossed over feel
closer to us as the veil thins and
psychic and paranormal experiences become more prevalent.
This is a time to take advantage
of the access to the other side
and open to messages that are
waiting for you. It is a time to
recalibrate and refocus our vision and plant the seeds that will
blossom in the spring.

that is in your life now you have
put there, and you will decide
what needs to be weeded out and
what will remain.—Diane Wing
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Use this time to clean out the
old—physically, mentally, emotionally– in your environment and
in your own body. Invite change
into your life and envision new
beginnings. Decide which energies need to be transformed in
order to bring the greatest
growth.
Right now you are harvesting, or
dealing with, what you have sown
in the past. Remember that all

Special points of interest:
 Gemstone of the Month—
Mother of Pearl

Check out the latest
review of Coven

Inner Journey Cruise July 14 -21, 2013—
Early Bird Conference Discount!
“Sail into Spirit,” and join me
on this 7-day Caribbean adventure to Bermuda leaving from
Bayonne, NJ. on the Celebrity
Summit!
Bring your spouse or friend to
share good times in port and
enjoy a spiritual adventure

while we’re at sea. A small
deposit reserves your stateroom for the 2013 cruise. Take
advantage of the $125 early
bird discount on the conference until 12/21/12. Online
registration will be up soon.
There is an opportunity for free
bonuses valued at $465!

Inside this issue:

The Inner Journey Cruise features engaging presentations
and workshops with Candy Danzis – Diane Wing – Rebecca Anne
LoCicero – Becky Cohen—Judy
Dingler. For details, and to
reserve your stateroom and
seat for the conference Click
Here.
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Gemstone of the Month—Mother of Pearl
For those of you that resonate to full
moon energies, wearing a representation of this moon phase can help you
connect to this powerful moon cycle.
The full moon gives maximum power
for intentions and workings of manifestation, for the culmination of plans,
and for projects close to fruition.

Mother of Pearl gets its name from the iridescent lining of a shell where pearls can
grow. It is said to attract prosperity and
used in mystical work to heighten intuition,
psychic sensitivity, and imagination.
It can protect from negative influence, and
transmute negative energy. It is said to be a
highly protective and particularly potent
stone of protection for children. Mother of
Pearl is also used to purify environments.
Crystal healing and folklore say that Mother
of Pearl is helpful for high blood pressure,
dizziness, improving vision, cataracts, and
wound healing.

This section of The Magickal Monthly is
provided by Gina Struebel, a master
wire artist, jewelry designer, teacher,
and amateur rock hound. Gina knows
how to match her clients' vibration to
the right piece of jewelry.

To get this month's featured gemstone,
visit her website at
http://www.twistedandbent.com/
gemstone_of_the_month.html

Each month has a full moon that has
various names in accordance with certain traditions. In October, the full
moon is known as the Blood Moon,
Hunter’s Moon, Travel Moon, Harvest
Moon (also a name used for the September full moon), Traveling Moon,
and Dying Grass Moon. Choose whichever name help you connect with its
energy.
- Diane Wing

Quote of the Mo nth

Click on photo

What do you seek? You say it varies deIt may be that you seek love and security in
pending on the aspect of your life you focus
your life—this would encompass having
on—work, relationship, home, personal
healthy relationships, a solid source of indevelopment. Yet if
come, and a safe
you take all of the
place to live. If you
“We have each of us a Quest, and there is
facets of your life and
seek selfalways something special to see and
examine what you are
expression and
experience ‘over the next hill.’”
striving toward, there
personal developis probably an overment, this again
- Denning & Phillips,
arching desire that you
spans all aspects of
Magical States of Consciousness
can identify as your
life.
Quest.

As you identify
your Quest,
know that it is
what drives
your behaviors,
beliefs, and
impacts every
aspect of your
life.
- Diane Wing

Forest Wit ch Commenta ry —Discipli ne
I often hear people complain that they are
not getting what they want out of life or
that nothing positive happens for them.
When asked what steps they have taken
toward their goals, the response is “Nothing
yet, but I’ll get around to it.” This is extremely common, enough to justify the
commercial manufacture of a round medallion imprinted with the word “TUIT” on it.
Picture yourself receiving this round TUIT.
Now that you have one, it’s time to apply
some self-discipline to the process.

You know that you have the
skills, the intelligence, and
the desire to reach your
goals. Now it’s time to take
disciplined action. Wake up
and decide that today is the
day that you will apply willpower toward your desire.

is to stay disciplined and focused on
what you are trying to create in your
life. Use self-control to avoid behaviors
that will take you off the path and will
to stick with positive choices.

Willpower gives you the
strength to persist

Manifestation requires deliberate action, decision making, and resilience. To persist despite delays or missteps

Hold yourself accountable or find
someone else who will, and vow to
take small steps each day, accomplishing the next task that moves you
closer to what you want.
- Diane Wing
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Learning
Independent Study!
7-week self-study course by Diane
Wing available through Daily Om
"How to Release Your Inner
Magick" Sign-up Here

Opportunities
*All Classes Listed in Eastern Time*

October 16 — The Tarot Journey 6 –7 pm

October 2 — Developing Your Intuition
6 pm to 7 pm

October 18 - Energetic Overwhelm 6-7pm

October 4 — Discovering Your Life Purpose 6 - 7 pm
October 9 — Removing Blocks to Manifestation 6 - 7 pm

October Teleseminars—The classroom
experience from the comfort of your own
home!
Check out the Fall Semester schedule for
classes taught by Diane Wing through
Cecil College and get registration information by Clicking HERE

October 11 — Dealing With Toxic Work
Energies 6 - 7 pm
October 13 — Toxic Work Energies [1 2 pm] & Tarot Journey [10 am to 12
pm]

October 20 - Energetic Overwhelm [1011am] & 7 Directions [11 am - 12 pm]
October 23 - The 7 Directions 6-7 pm
October 25 - Intuitive Tarot Workshop 6-7
pm
October27 - Putting Yourself First Without The Guilt 10 am to 12 pm

Private Students Welcome!
Contact me

Magickal Tip

Click on photo

Intention directs energy toward
manifesting a particular desire. If
the desire is to hold onto a relationship, idea, behavior, way of
being, or situation that is coming
to its natural end, caution is

needed . There is a natural cycle of death in
all things so that new energy can enter.
Seeking to use your magick to prevent the
natural process of release hinders your
growth and prohibits the beginning of what is
trying to be born. Your Magickal Will is best
used to smooth the transition
from death into birth, know“”Death, like birth, is one of Nature’s
ing that with each shift and
secrets; the same elements that have been
change, your power grows.
combined are then dispersed.”
- Marcus Aurelius

- Diane Wing

Bring Peace Into Yo ur Life -Release Fear!
Fear is a result of both past experience and
anxiety about potential threats that may or
may not transpire. When we are afraid, it
affects behavior, health, and our ability to
have healthy relationships.
Fear may manifest as the need to control
situations and people in order to feel safe,
paralysis and the inability to take action
keeping you comfortable in your discomfort,
or even lashing out to intimidate those

around you into doing or not doing what you
want. These behaviors tend to push people
away and prevent you from achieving your
goals.
Releasing fear starts with understanding
what you are afraid of. What triggered the
fear to begin with? Once you determine
that, then identify the behavior that results
from that fear. Track when the fear is most
likely to well up and look at the situation

objectively. Breathe deeply and relax your
body. Envision the situation working out for
the best.
To overcome fear, you need to feel safe.
Protection strategies include energetic
shielding, carrying or wearing a black tourmaline, and clearing negativity using copal
and/or sage. For a personal exploration
into your situation, click here - Diane Wing

Magickal Events for October:
October 1 - Sukkot begins
October 2 — Teleseminar: Developing Your Intuition
October 4 — Teleseminar: Discovering Your Life Purpose
October 8 - Sukkot ends/Columbus Day

Register for Pathways Click Here

October 9 — Teleseminar: Removing Blocks to Manifestation
“Whether reading her books, having a tarot reading,
receiving a Reiki session, or taking a class, there is
a quiet confidence, compassion, and peace that
emanates from Diane. Learning to utilize these tools
on my personal journey has made me consciously
aware of the impact (ripple effect) of my decisions
and helped me better understand the optioned
presented with each new situation.”
- Carrie A., Broomall, PA

October 11 — Teleseminar: Dealing With Toxic Work Energies
October 13 — Teleseminars: Toxic Work Energies & Tarot Journey
October 15 — New Moon in Scorpio 8:02 am EDT
October 16 — Teleseminar: The Tarot Journey
October 18 - Teleseminar: Energetic Overwhelm
October 20 - Teleseminars: Energetic Overwhelm & 7 Directions
October 22 - Sun enters Scorpio 8:14 pm Eastern time

641 Penn Avenue, West Reading, PA 19611
610.685.2307

October 23 - Teleseminar: The 7 Directions
October 25 - Teleseminar: Intuitive Tarot Workshop
October27 - Teleseminar: Putting Yourself First Without The Guilt
October 28 — Celtic Tree Month of Reed begins

Clip this Forest Witch coupon—Expires 10/31/12

October 29 — Full Moon (Blood Moon) 3:49 pm Eastern time
October 31 — Samhain/Halloween

A ra c h n e ’s A l c h e m y
This section is dedicated to transformation. Questions are always
welcome and can be emailed to me
to get a direct reply.
Healing is transformative. There are
many sources of pain and opportunities to heal—from understanding childhood issues to pain caused in adulthood to wounds that some believe to
be from past lives. It is the experience
that lingers and persists in creating an
emotional response that is as powerful
as when it originally took place. The
pain that began as emotional can
sometimes turn into physical illness
the longer we hold on to it.
While the actual experience cannot be

changed, our reaction to it and understanding of it can be. No matter when
it occurred, viewing it from an objective perspective enables you to see
how it affected your life and altered
your beliefs and view of yourself.
Depending on the depth of the wound,
it will take longer to heal. Healing is a
process, and there is no magic bullet
that will obliterate the hurt you feel.
Sometimes it requires professional

assistance to move forward, other
times the best option is solitary soul
searching. The first step is to get clear
on the way the experience hurt you.
How has the pain manifested in your
life? If you were abandoned, do you
feel the need to possess? If you were
physically or emotionally harmed, do
you avoid close relationships? If you
were betrayed, do you have a global
lack of trust?
Bring kind, non-judgmental, supportive
people into your life and focus on developing healthy, loving relationships.
Get the help you need and enhance
healing by directing trust and love toward yourself and others.
- Diane Wing

